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The King’s Indian Defence is one of Black’s most combative responses to 1.d4. A favourite of both Fischer and Kasparov, it
remains a popular weapon at all levels of play.

In this, the fifth and final volume of the epic Kotronias on the King’s Indianseries, Grandmaster Vassilios Kotronias
completes his masterpiece by tackling all major variations after 1.d4 Nf6 2.c4 g6 which were not covered in the previous
volumes. Starting with 3.f3 and working through numerous set-ups including the Smyslov, Sokolov and Seirawan Systems,
followed by the Four Pawns Attack and culminating in the mighty Sämisch System, Kotronias has produced perhaps the finest
book of his career.

As in previous volumes, the author supplements the hard analysis by sharing his expert knowledge of typical manoeuvres and
positional motifs. Once again, a selection of test positions has been provided, enabling the reader to sharpen his tactical skills
and improve his middlegame understanding.

Vassilios Kotronias has been Greek Champion ten times. He is feared for his profound opening preparation, and is one of
the world’s foremost experts on the King’s Indian Defence.

ISBN: 978-1-78483-035-9 - 560 pages - Published 7 June 2017

Reviews
"The fifth and final volume of Vasilios Kotronias' epic series on the KID is newly published by Quality Chess. Clocking in at over
2300 pages, these five volumes almost certainly represent the most detailed examination of a single opening in chess history.

Kotronias' books are astoundingly detailed, scrupulously sourced, and analytically precise. It is hard to think that they could
be bettered in accuracy or coverage."

John Hartmann, Chess Life
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